Effectiveness and efficiency of different weight machine-based strength training programmes for patients with hip or knee osteoarthritis: a protocol for a quasi-experimental controlled study in the context of health services research
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ABSTRACT

Introduction Osteoarthritis is a chronic musculoskeletal disease with a major impact on the individual and the healthcare system. As there is no cure, therapy aims at symptom release and reduction of disease progression. Physical exercises have been defined as a core treatment for osteoarthritis. However, research questions related to dose response, sustainability of effects, economic efficiency and safety are still open and will be evaluated in this trial, investigating a progressive weight machine-based strength training.

Methods and analysis This is a quasi-experimental controlled trial in the context of health services research. The intervention group (n=300) is recruited from participants of an offer for insurants of a health insurance company suffering from hip or knee osteoarthritis. Potential participants of the control group are selected and written to from the insurance database according to predefined matching criteria.

INTRODUCTION

Osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the eight most common conditions worldwide and the prevalent musculoskeletal disease in the elderly.1 According to the German health reporting system of 2010, approximately 27% of the women and 18% of the men reported a previous OA diagnosis.2 The knee and hip joints are the most commonly affected weight-bearing joints. OA goes along with symptoms such as joint stiffness, crepitus, occasional effusion, variable degrees of inflammation and functional impairment and worsens general health status and health-related quality of life.2–4 OA therefore has a relevant impact on the...
individual and the healthcare system, inducing considerable direct and indirect healthcare costs. Cumulative cost of absence from work, medical costs and community and social services in Europe is currently estimated at 0.5% of gross national product. The economic burden will further increase according to the demographic change in industrialized countries. In consequence, development and evaluation of effective and cost-efficient treatment strategies are of particular importance to counteract the aforementioned increase of personal as well as economic burden of OA.

Joint replacement may be the final therapeutic option in hip or knee OA. In earlier stages, conservative therapeutic interventions are important to reduce pain and increase function and health-related quality of life. The use of pharmacological therapies in chronic diseases is limited because of known and significant side effects. Non-pharmaceutical interventions such as physical exercise programme are therefore of particular importance. Treatment effects are similar to simple analgesics and oral non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. However, reports on known side effects such as pain increase or falls are rare; thus, exercise appears to be a safe intervention.

Different land-based intervention types have shown to be effective in terms of pain reduction and improvement of physical functioning in the short term in subjects with hip or knee OA. In consequence, international guidelines and expert panels recommend exercises for increasing strength and aerobic capacity as well as flexibility and neuromuscular training as first-line strategies for the treatment of hip and knee OA.

Despite given evidence and consistent recommendations, implications for research highlight the need for further studies to determine dose-response relationship of physical exercises on pain, physical functioning and other outcome measures to assess intervention effects on self-efficacy, quality of life, need for joint replacement and use of analgesic medications and to assess efficiency of the intervention from an economic perspective. These research topics will be addressed in a quasi-experimental controlled study in the context of health services research. The outlined study evaluates a supervised weight machine-based hip and knee strength training for patients with hip and/or knee OA in comparison to general care. The intervention is delivered at two study sites with differing exercise modes.

The primary aim of this superiority trial is to determine whether a 12-week progressive training programme decreases symptom-related pain and increases physical function in adult subjects in comparison to a matched OA control group in the short term. Effectiveness is quantified by the subscales pain and physical function of the Western Ontario McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC Index 3.1 NRS).

Secondary outcomes will be differentiated into a short-term perspective (3 months), a mid-term perspective (6 months) and a long-term perspective (follow-up data 12 and 24 months after the initiation of the intervention). The aims are to determine whether a 12-week progressive supervised weight machine-based strength training programme with a complementary 12-week facultative intervention period...

I. improves muscle strength (no control comparator),
II. improves health-related quality of life and/or global rating of health,
III. decreases pain,
IV. improves physical function,
V. improves self-efficacy and physical activity levels,
VI. delays time to surgery
VII. is efficient with regard to personal and/or social costs.

Aside from (I), all other secondary outcomes are compared with the control group.

In the context of a secondary analysis, outcomes will be differentiated into different intervention modes (mode of muscle contraction and number of repetitions for each muscle group) according to the instrument settings of the used strength machines at the two study sites being involved in the study. Exercise adherence, patient satisfaction and safety are further outcomes. They will be assessed throughout the intervention period for the intervention group only.

Methods and analysis
Design
This is a quasi-experimental two-centre controlled trial of a 12+12 week strength training programme with an 18-month follow-up in the context of health services research. All participants are insurance holders of the large statutory health insurance company AOK Baden-Wuerttemberg (AOK-BW) with approximately four million members in the federal state in which the study is conducted. Participants of the intervention group (IG) will be compared with a matched-pair control group (CO) to investigate the effects of an exercise intervention on clinical and economic outcomes. Matched pairs between IG and CO are determined by means of the propensity score method. Participants of IG are further allocated into a machine-based concentric/concentric strengthening programme (IG-SG) versus a machine-based concentric/eccentric strengthening programme (IG-Z) according to their place of residence and therefore study site (centre Z or SG). Measurements will be taken at baseline (t0), 3 months (t3), 6 months (t6), 12 months (t12) and 24 months (t24). Economic data will further be evaluated retrospectively for 2 years prior to baseline.
Recruiting and participants

Recruitment of active study sample (IG)

The active study sample consists of eligible participants of a pilot project by the AOK-BW. Prerequisites for participation are (1) membership in the insurance company and (2) hip and/or knee OA (figure 1). Further specific inclusion and exclusion criteria for study participation are listed in box 1. The exercise programme is offered at two locations of the country. The recruitment period is 1 year. In this time frame, the intervention will be offered to approximately 200 participants at each study site (Z and SG). Local insurants with hip and/or knee OA can participate provided that their physicians prescribe the healthcare offer.
Prior to this, practitioners in the region of the two study sites are introduced into the new offer. They are requested to check comorbidities as well as OA diagnosis before transcribing patients to the healthcare offer. Interested patients then register for the exercise programme at one study site and get informed about its accompanying scientific evaluation. Further details including the study information sheet for participants and the informed consent form will be delivered by mail. This mail will be sent to each participant prior to the first training and test session. The mail further includes the self-administered questionnaires. It will be requested that study participation is not a presupposition for exercise participation. Eligibility of the patients to enter the exercise programme and to participate in the study will finally be determined by checking the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the exercise programme during the patient’s first visit (box 1) and retrospectively by information recorded via the self-administered questionnaire at t0 (SAQ, table 1). Patients refraining from the study receive the same exercise programme and isometric peak torque test for feedback but do not enter the statistical evaluation. The benefit for study participants is the reception of preferential appointments for the start of the intervention.

Feasibility of recruitment for IG
We assume a prestudy drop-out rate of 25% due to lack of interest in the programme or in study participation or exclusion according to study criteria. Thus, 150 participants at each study site will be allocated to the trial.

Recruitment of passive study sample (control group CO)
The matched-pair control group will be recruited from the country-wide insurance database. From this, they will be selected using the propensity score method. The propensity score is the probability of treatment assignment conditional on observed baseline characteristics. The detailed procedure will be outlined in the online supplementary file 1.

Feasibility of recruitment for CO
The selection of statistical twins is designed according to a successful procedure of a previous study of the insurance company. In this study, on the efficacy of an exercise programme for patients with back pain, a responder rate of the statistical twins of 60% could be achieved.

Blinding
Blinding of subjects to treatment is not possible as treatment exposure is evident. Blinding of assessors of questionnaires is not applicable, as outcome measures are self-administered by the participants. Blinding of assessors for strength measures is not applicable as strength measures are quantified in the active intervention group only (see outcome measures, table 1). Blinding for the analysis of primary outcomes is warranted as random identification is blinded for the responsible statistician from t0 to t3. Blinding for further outcomes is not warranted as interim reports and results of primary analysis will unblind results.
Interventions
Active intervention: weight machine-based strengthening programme (IG-SG, IG-Z)

General aspects: All IG participants are requested to refrain from seeking other forms of treatment during the 12-week intervention period from t0 to t3. Subsequently, subjects are offered to participate in the preservation exercise programme over another 12 weeks (one session/week) from t3 to t6. After this supervised intervention period (t5 or t6), participants are further advised to continue physical exercises autonomously. In this regard, participants may attend further offers of the health insurance company.

Strength training is structured into motor learning (weeks 1–2), strength endurance training (weeks 3–5), maximum strength training (weeks 6–12) and a facultative 12-week strength preservation phase (online supplementary file 2). It comprises exercises for hip, knee and core muscles. Training starts with a 5 min ergometer warm-up, followed by 30 s stretches of the subsequently loaded muscle groups. The strength training consists of two sets for each muscle group performed consecutively with the first set using weight machines for strength training (online supplementary file 3), followed by the second set applying functional exercises in supine, sitting and standing postures. Elastic rubber bands, exercise balls, weight cuffs and subjects’ own body weight are used as training devices (online supplementary file 4). While the functional exercises are identical at the two study sites, different kinds of strength training machines are used (study site SG: FREI AG, Kirchzarten, Germany; study site Z: Proxomed Medizintechnik, Alzenau, Germany). SG uses strength training machines where both agonistic and antagonistic muscles are trained in the same repetition in a concentric-concentric (con-con) mode. Z uses strength training weight machines where only the agonistic muscle group is trained separately in a concentric- eccentric (con-ecc) mode (online supplementary file 3). The exercises performed are standardised (trainers receive a standard operating procedure) and matched between the two study sites. Matching includes overall configuration (height adjustment, adjustment to range of motion), movement velocity (2–3 s for each movement direction), number of repetitions and perceived exertion after the training set. However, the different exercise modes (concentric/concentric vs concentric/eccentric) at the two study sites lead to different overall workloads per muscle group. Participants at study site Z perform about twice the workload (load×range of motion of a repetition) for a muscle group. This also leads to more time spent for each exercise session at study site Z in comparison to study site SG. Thus, the complete training duration varies between 40 and 60 min according to training site. However, pretesting indicated that, although training duration and workload differ, the perceived exertion ratings were similar for each strength training machine exercise when performing with the same percentage of a patient’s isometric maximum voluntary contraction (iMVC) value.

For hip and knee exercises using weight machines, training intensity is determined according to the test results of the iMVC testing that is applied prior to the first exercise session of the programme (see also: outcome measures, physical performance tests). No iMVC strength testing will be performed for back extension and flexion to avoid adverse events related to spontaneous vertebral fractures in subjects at higher risk for osteoporosis. Exercise loads for core muscles and for subjects who cannot perform iMVC testing for the lower extremity because of pain or subjective discomfort are guided via subjective exhaustion after the exercises (online supplementary files 2 and 5). This procedure is also used to guide progression of training loads within the intervention period. Training loads of functional exercises can be adapted by use of elastic rubber bands with different resistencies, weight cuffs, subjects own body weight and varying lever arms of the moving extremity.

Control intervention: general care (CO)
Participants of the control group receive general care and may attend other offers of the health insurance company. Interventions are not restricted. However, physical activity along the study period is monitored via SAQs.

Collection points
Participants will be assessed at baseline (t0) within (t3) and after the 24-week intervention period (t6). Two follow-ups are conducted by mail 6 (t12) and 18 (t24) months after the end of the intervention period (figure 1). Economic evaluation will further compare data 6 (mt6), 12 (mt12), 18 (mt18) and 24 (mt24) months retrospectively prior to t0.

Outcome measures (table 1)
Self-administered questionnaires
Unless otherwise stated, measures are conducted at baseline and all follow-ups.

Western Ontario McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index
The Western Ontario McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC NRS 3.1 German Index) is a disease-specific instrument used to evaluate self-reported pain, stiffness and functional impairment. It is a valid, reliable and responsive score, easy to complete, simple to score and available in multiple language forms and scaling formats.24

OMERACT-OARSI
The OMERACT-OARSI Set of Responder Criteria according to the Osteoarthritis Research Society International (OARSI) and the Outcome Measures in
Table 1  Outcome measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics and confounders</th>
<th>Description and instrument</th>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Collection points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient’s characteristics</td>
<td>Date of birth, gender, ethnicity, BMI (height, weight), site(s) of OA diagnosis, date of first OA diagnosis, labour situation (working, retired, unemployed, in rehabilitation status)</td>
<td>SAQ, IDB</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>t0, t3, t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary outcome measure</td>
<td>Clinical outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>WOMAC Index 3.1 German (11-box NRS): subscale pain</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>t0, t3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>WOMAC Index 3.1 German (11-box NRS): subscale physical functioning</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>t0, t3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary outcome measures</td>
<td>Clinical outcomes</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiffness, disease specific impairment</td>
<td>WOMAC Index 3.1 German (11-box NRS): subscale stiffness, overall score</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>t0, t3, t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain, physical function</td>
<td>WOMAC Index 3.1 German (11-box NRS): subscale pain, subscale physical function</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health-related quality of life</td>
<td>VR-12 including VR-6D utility index (4-week time slot)</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>t0, t3, t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General self-efficacy</td>
<td>General Self-Efficacy Scale</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>t0, t3, t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to exercise</td>
<td>OMERACT-OARSI set of responder criteria: composite score with minimum absolute and relative change levels for pain or pain and function</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>t0, t3, t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity status</td>
<td>Habitual physical and sports activity status</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>t0, t3, t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to surgery</td>
<td>Endpoint ‘elective joint replacement’</td>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>t0, t3, t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient satisfaction</td>
<td>Modified version of the ZUF-8 Questionnaire to assess patient satisfaction</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>IG</td>
<td>t3, t6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional performance measures</td>
<td>Isometric peak torque (1 RPM) using weight machines.</td>
<td>PPT</td>
<td>IG</td>
<td>t0, t3, t6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic data</td>
<td>Outpatient costs, hospital costs, costs related to drugs, adjuvants and physical modalities, rehabilitation costs, sick pay</td>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>tm24, tm18, tm12, tm6, t0, t3, t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecific and specific (OA related) healthcare costs</td>
<td>Days of disability (overall and related to OA)</td>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>IG, CO</td>
<td>tm24, tm18, tm12, tm6, t0, t3, t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecific/specific (OA related) periods of disability</td>
<td>Costs for human and physical resources/session</td>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>IG</td>
<td>t3, t6, t12, t24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence to exercise</td>
<td>Summarised number of attended training sessions according to training log</td>
<td>SAQ</td>
<td>IG</td>
<td>t3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It comprises eight different scales, per week, and their duration should be specified into sports activities. Their frequency is requested in days being out of breath aside of the above-mentioned physical activities are defined as a state of sweating or with 40 points indicating maximum self-efficacy. None, less than 2 hours/week, 2–4 hours/week or more; reaction of success. The scale ranges from 10 to 40 points similar to those being used in the German Health are designed to tap this construct. Each item refers to in everyday life in the previous 4 weeks. Questions are regard to sports activities as well as physical activities Habitual physical activity status will be quantified with Physical activity status will be quantified with

Veterans RAND 12-Item Health Survey
The Veterans RAND 12-Item Health Survey (VR-12) was derived from the Veterans RAND 36 Item Health Survey (VR-36). It comprises eight different scales, four of them related to physical health (physical functioning, role-physical, bodily pain, general health) and four of them related to mental health (vitality, social functioning, role-emotional, mental health). Higher scores indicate better health. The VR-6D is a utility measure derived from the VR-12. Utility values capture personal preferences for health states on a scale from 0 to 1, where 0 denotes death and 1 optimum health, with negative values for states worse than death. A German version of the questionnaire with the 4-week time slot will be used for analysis.

General Self-Efficacy Scale
General self-efficacy will be measured with the German version of the General Self-Efficacy Scale with a 4-point Likert scale (‘not right’ vs ‘definitely right’). Ten items are designed to tap this construct. Each item refers to successful coping and implies an internal-stable attribution of success. The scale ranges from 10 to 40 points with 40 points indicating maximum self-efficacy.

Habitual physical activity status
Habitual physical activity status will be quantified with regard to sports activities as well as physical activities in everyday life in the previous 4 weeks. Questions are similar to those being used in the German Health Update 2012. Sports activities are differentiated into none, less than 2 hours/week, 2–4 hours/week or more; physical activities are defined as a state of sweating or being out of breath aside of the above-mentioned sports activities. Their frequency is requested in days per week, and their duration should be specified into less than 10 min/day, 10–30 min/day, 30–60 min/day or more.

Patient satisfaction
Patient satisfaction (t3, t6) will be quantified by participants of the IG with a 4-four point Likert scale using a modified and shortened version of the ZUF-8 Modifications were made in order to adapt the 8-item instrument to the outpatient setting.

Patient characteristics
The following physical charateristics were determined: body mass index (height, weight), site(s) of OA diagnosis and artificial joint replacement (hip or knee and time of event).

Safety evaluation (IG only, t3 and t6)
The questionnaires at t3 and t6 include a section where subjects can report on any symptom related to the exercise programme that occured within the preceding intervention phase. Further questions ask for frequency, duration and intensity as well as possible reasons for the onset of symptoms. Aside from this study-related safety report, participants are urged to contact their personal trainers or physicians in case of adverse events and side effects.

Adherence to exercise (IG only, t3 and t6)
Adherence is quantified by the number of attended training sessions in relation to all offered training sessions. Within each session, the number and type of exercises, the number of repetitions and the subjective exhaustion after each strength machine-based exercise are documented via the software of the strength training machine. The questionnaires at t3 and t6 further ask for reasons of non-compliance in case of non-attendance.

Sociodemographic data (IDB)
The following sociodemographic data will be read out of the database: date of birth, gender and labour situation (working, retired, unemployed, in rehabilitation status), complexity of work (from 1 low to 4 high), level of education (1 no graduation to 4 high school), highest level of educational attainment (from

---

**Rheumatoid Arthritis Clinical Trials (OMERACT)** is a composite score with minimum absolute and relative change levels for pain or pain and function. Input variables for pain and function will be derived from the WOMAC subscales pain and functional impairment. 

According to this dichotomous score, participants of the intervention are categorised into responders to exercise or non-responders to exercise.

**Veterans RAND 12-Item Health Survey**
The Veterans RAND 12-Item Health Survey (VR-12) was derived from the Veterans RAND 36 Item Health Survey (VR-36). It comprises eight different scales, four of them related to physical health (physical functioning, role-physical, bodily pain, general health) and four of them related to mental health (vitality, social functioning, role-emotional, mental health). Higher scores indicate better health. The VR-6D is a utility measure derived from the VR-12. Utility values capture personal preferences for health states on a scale from 0 to 1, where 0 denotes death and 1 optimum health, with negative values for states worse than death. A German version of the questionnaire with the 4-week time slot will be used for analysis.

**General Self-Efficacy Scale**
General self-efficacy will be measured with the German version of the General Self-Efficacy Scale with a 4-point Likert scale (‘not right’ vs ‘definitely right’). Ten items are designed to tap this construct. Each item refers to successful coping and implies an internal-stable attribution of success. The scale ranges from 10 to 40 points with 40 points indicating maximum self-efficacy.

**Habitual physical activity status**
Habitual physical activity status will be quantified with regard to sports activities as well as physical activities in everyday life in the previous 4 weeks. Questions are similar to those being used in the German Health Update 2012. Sports activities are differentiated into none, less than 2 hours/week, 2–4 hours/week or more; physical activities are defined as a state of sweating or being out of breath aside of the above-mentioned sports activities. Their frequency is requested in days per week, and their duration should be specified into less than 10 min/day, 10–30 min/day, 30–60 min/day or more.

**Patient satisfaction**
Patient satisfaction (t3, t6) will be quantified by participants of the IG with a 4-four point Likert scale using a modified and shortened version of the ZUF-8 Modifications were made in order to adapt the 8-item instrument to the outpatient setting.

**Patient characteristics**
The following physical characteristics were determined: body mass index (height, weight), site(s) of OA diagnosis and artificial joint replacement (hip or knee and time of event).

**Safety evaluation (IG only, t3 and t6)**
The questionnaires at t3 and t6 include a section where subjects can report on any symptom related to the exercise programme that occurred within the preceding intervention phase. Further questions ask for frequency, duration and intensity as well as possible reasons for the onset of symptoms. Aside from this study-related safety report, participants are urged to contact their personal trainers or physicians in case of adverse events and side effects.

**Adherence to exercise (IG only, t3 and t6)**
Adherence is quantified by the number of attended training sessions in relation to all offered training sessions. Within each session, the number and type of exercises, the number of repetitions and the subjective exhaustion after each strength machine-based exercise are documented via the software of the strength training machine. The questionnaires at t3 and t6 further ask for reasons of non-compliance in case of non-attendance.

**Sociodemographic data (IDB)**
The following sociodemographic data will be read out of the database: date of birth, gender and labour situation (working, retired, unemployed, in rehabilitation status), complexity of work (from 1 low to 4 high), level of education (1 no graduation to 4 high school), highest level of educational attainment (from
1 no qualification to 6 doctoral degree) and contractual form (permanent/ fixed term contract, full time/ part time).

Economic data (IDB)
Patient-specific economic data comprise (1) unspecific and (2) specific OA-related healthcare costs for the diagnosis of hip and/or knee OA, (3) specific/unspecific disability days, (4) intervention-related costs for the exercise programme.

1. Unspecific healthcare costs (overall costs): sick pay, hospital costs, outpatient costs, costs related to periods of disability and costs related to drugs, physical modalities and adjuvants.
2. Specific diagnosis (hip/knee OA) related healthcare costs: sick pay, hospital costs, outpatient costs, costs related to periods of disability and costs related to disease-related drugs, physical modalities and adjuvants such as walkers, cranks or orthotics.
3. Specific (hip/knee OA related)/unspecific disability days.
4. Intervention-related costs include human and physical resources that are required for the training programme. Intervention-related costs will be added to the above-mentioned diagnosis related costs for all participants of the intervention groups according to the number of their scheduled training session (24 mandatory units+ another 12 optional units).

Physical performance tests (study sites, IG only, t0, t3, t6 (facultative))
Maximum strength will be quantified bilaterally at the same time for hip abduction, hip adduction, knee extension and knee flexion and closed kinetic chain leg extension using IMVC (online supplementary file 3). Prior testing, a blood pressure reading is conducted. In case of exceeding the thresholds (box 1), subjects have to be excluded from strength testing and further study participation. Otherwise, subjects accomplish a 5 min warm-up on a bicycle ergometer (50–100 watts) followed by some stretching exercises. Each trial is initialised by a sub-maximum test trial to allow participants to get used to the measurement and measurement procedure. Participants are then asked to contract their muscles by gradually increasing intensity within 5 s until the maximum is reached. After a short rest period (45 s), the contraction is repeated two more times. The trial will be repeated if the execution is of low quality in terms of jerky muscle contraction. Finally, the highest peak torque value is used for data analysis.

Statistics
Sample size
The empirical basis of the sample size estimation was retrieved from the paper of Krauss et al. In this paper, intraindividual differences of WOMAC subscale pain and WOMAC subscale physical function identically showed a standardised difference of about 0.5 between

Due to the fact that we want to test the two endpoints (pain and physical function) simultaneously, we choose a level of significance of 0.025 (two sided, Bonferroni correction) and a power of 0.90 for each test. This leads to a sample size of 101 evaluable subjects per group in the parallel group design (nQuery release 7.0). We assume a prestudy drop-out rate of 25% due to non-eligibility or non-willingness of subscribers to the healthcare offer to participate in the study. We further assume a ~30% drop-out rate after inclusion. The intervention will therefore be offered to 400 participants; of them, 300 subjects should be allocated to the trial. This sample size estimation takes into account the secondary separation analysis of the factor study site/training mode with two levels. The control group includes one statistical twin for each participant. This leads to a final sample size of 300 subjects in the control group (figure 1).

We refrain from analysing our data using a matched-pair design as propensity score matching does not guarantee that individual pairs will be well-matched on the full set of covariates, only that groups of individuals with similar propensity scores will have similar covariate distributions. Despite this fact, propensity score matching including, among other variables, baseline WOMAC scores as matching factors may reduce variance of outcome measures and therefore probably increase the power of the study further if the propensity score is included as covariate in the statistical evaluation model. However, it is difficult to make a guess about this effect, and thus, we conservatively calculated the sample size obtained for the parallel group design.

Statistical analysis of clinical endpoints
Controls and cases will be included into a linear model with the propensity score as covariate. Additionally, we will use models for longitudinal data using each measurement point (instead of only t0 and t3 for the primary analysis). The level of significance will be 0.025 (two sided, Bonferroni correction) for both primary endpoints. Secondary endpoints will be analysed analogously without claiming confirmatory interpretation of p-values. Descriptive analysis will include absolute and percentage frequencies for categorical variables, means, medians, SD, quartiles and ranges for quantitative variables and medians, quartiles and ranges for ordinal variables. For the main results, two-sided 95% CIs will
be given additionally to significance tests. For percentages, exact CI for proportions based on the binomial distribution will be given.

Exploratory, prognostic factors will be analysed using multiple regression models (linear regression) to identify potential responders to the training.

Correlation analyses will use Pearson product moment correlation coefficient (normally distributed variables) and Spearman correlation (non-normally distributed variables).

The primary analysis will be done on the full set of participants recruited in consideration of the exclusion criteria ‘limited pain and impairment in physical function’ (WOMAC Index subscales pain and physical function with values below 15) except for participants refusing consent and usage of data during the study and obviously wrongly diagnosed participants (intent-to-treat population). The following secondary analyses are planned: (1) analysis of primary outcome in all subjects with adherence to the study protocol as to be defined by a blind data review (per protocol population); (2) analysis in the full set of eligible and included participants irrespective of their limitations in pain and physical function at baseline (t0); this analysis is done in order to improve external validity of the study even so we do not expect the same effect size in these participants; (3) analysis including study site as an additional factor to compare the effectiveness of both training approaches; and (4) separate analysis for both study sites and inspection of interactions between type of treatment and other prognostic factors. Secondary analyses will only claim a local confirmatory interpretation of p-values if the primary analyses are able to detect group differences in a statistical manner. Unplanned analyses will be clearly defined as ‘exploratory’.

Missing values will be imputed using multiple imputation approaches; complete case and last observation forward analysis will be performed as a sensitivity analysis. No interim analysis, except for administrative purposes, will be performed. All statistical analysis will be done using the software SPSS and R in the newest release.

Statistical analysis of economic endpoints
Cost-efficiency of the intervention will be quantified on the expanded perspective of the payer. If a dominant strategy does not exist (ie, lower costs and higher health-related effects in the intervention group), the costs will be related to the effects. The costs (including the supplementary costs of the pilot offer for participants) will be related to the differences between the groups (double-difference method, 2 years preintervention and 2 years postintervention) in quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs, equation 1) and health-related effects (WOMAC Index: equation 2). The costs of the intervention will further be related to the differences in costs (double-difference method of the healthcare costs (unspecific healthcare costs (overall costs), specific healthcare costs and the costs for days of disability (human capital approach): equation 3). The time to surgery will be estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method. For the economic evaluation, all participants have to be members of the insurance for the period from 24 months before baseline (tm24) up to 24 month after baseline (t24).

Equation 1: Cost-utility analysis=incremental cost utility ratio (ICUR)

\[ ICUR = \frac{\Delta \text{cost}}{\Delta \text{QALYs}} \]

Equation 2: Cost-effectiveness analysis=incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER)

\[ ICER = \frac{\Delta \text{cost}}{\Delta \text{Effect}} \]

Equation 3: Cost-benefit analysis=incremental cost-benefit ratio (ICBR)

\[ ICBR = \frac{\Delta \text{cost}}{\Delta \text{Benefit}} \]

Ethics and dissemination
All participants of the exercise programme receive a postal mailing prior to the first training session. This mailing includes information on the aims and the content of the study, as well as on data privacy. The mailing further includes the informed consent form and the outcome questionnaire. From the insurance database, selected subjects for the control group receive a similar mailing. Interested persons are informed that they confirm their informed consent by returning the form and the pseudomysed outcome questionnaires by post. Participants are undeceived about the voluntariness of study participation at all times. Participants of the exercise programme are further informed that study participation is not a requirement for participation in this healthcare offer.

Ethical approval has been obtained from the Ethics Committee of the University of Tuebingen (vote number 421/2015BO1). Besides data privacy was approved by the data protection officer of the insurance company.

A manuscript with the results of the primary data analysis will be prepared for publication at first. Further manuscripts will be written on short-term, mid-term and long-term effects of secondary outcomes related to clinical and economic endpoints. Data on exercise adherence and safety aspects will be included. It is contrived to publish all manuscripts in peer-reviewed journals.

Study data are erased after the legal retention period according to privacy policy apart from data that were already analysed and gone down as study report and/or publication.
Timelines
Ethical approval was obtained in August 2015. Definition of exercise regime and training of exercise instructors has been undertaken from May 2015 to September 2015. Recruitment of participants for the study started in September 2015 (first patient in). The intervention period is scheduled for 1 year (last patient in: August 2016). All participants are expected to have completed the intervention period end of February 2017. All participants are expected to have completed the study by end of August 2018 (last patient out).

Discussion
Summary of the aim of the study
Non-pharmaceutical interventions are extremely important in the treatment of chronic diseases such as OA of the hip and knee. However, data on dose-response relationship and outcomes other than pain and function such as self-efficacy, quality of life, need for joint replacement and use of analgesic medications as well as economic measures are rare. The aim of the outlined study therefore is to address the above-mentioned research topics by evaluating a supervised weight machine-based hip and knee strength training for patients with hip and/or knee OA in the context of health services research.

Strength of the study and value of the results
Evidence is needed for exercise dosage recommendations, and therapeutic validity of exercise programme should be warranted. The transparency of this study protocol with respect to patient eligibility, exercise setting as well as rationale and content of the therapeutic exercises gives consideration to this requirement and can therefore be identified as a strength of this study. Another strength is related to the choice and time point of outcome measures and its field of application: this study allows new insights into the effectiveness of an exercise intervention into patient care with respect to short-term as well as mid-term effects. The outcomes of the study are related to pain, physical function and economic measures on health-related quality of life, self-efficacy, adherence and safety. Therefore, a significant knowledge gain for the aforementioned aspects can be expected which are insufficiently investigated so far.

Limitation of the study
A relevant open research question is related to the long-term effectiveness of an exercise intervention on symptoms as well as disease progression. The two-year follow-up phase of this study will not allow sufficient data for statements on the effect of the intervention in the long run such as symptom release, time to surgery and disease-specific healthcare costs. This drawback of the study might be compensated by a protocol amendment for a 5-year follow-up if 24-month evaluations are positive in terms of study outcomes.
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